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WIDE RECEIVER ERIC DECKER 
 
On how the Aurora shootings affected him personally 
“Hearing about it on the news brings back some flashbacks and some memories. It’s tough. There’s nothing you can say or do 
that’s going to make it better, you’ve just got to show support. Having a community stick together really shows how we can get 
through some hardships like this. With the fires that happened too, there has been a lot of hardships lately and sticking together 
as a community—that’s the biggest thing about it.” 
 
On how he felt on Day Four 
“I’m fine. Day Four, you start to deplete some energy so it’s about getting into the cold tubs, getting some rest when you get a 
chance and just getting ready to go every day.” 
 
On whether offense or defense had a better practice 
“Defense did [well]. We had a couple good plays offensively. I think maybe overall, defense probably got more in there but that’s 
the beauty of it. You come out every day, you battle and one side’s going to win and compete and make each other better.” 
 
On his connection with QB Peyton Manning 
“We definitely made a connection on a couple of [plays]. I think we could have had a couple more with a better route and better 
technique and stuff but it’s a work in progress.” 
 
On the importance of getting touchdowns in the red zone 
“We talked about it. Inside the 20, even inside the 10, it’s a difference of four points—if you want to get a touchdown or go with 
the field goal. Our biggest thing is running the ball when we can. We take the easy passes and get completions and score those 
touchdowns because we want seven points—it looks a lot better on the board than three.” 
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